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3.1  Introduction 

 

The Arts Education Initiative utilized an Ad Hoc Committee to access the needs of the 

arts and education communities in Santa Clarita.  These series of monthly meetings, 

attended by local artists, educators, school administrators, and parents culminated in 

findings in six distinct areas: 

 

1) City of Santa Clarita arts education programs. 

2) National, regional, and local initiatives focused on arts education. 

3) Arts venues. 

4) Marketing and communications opportunities. 

5) Life-long learning in the arts. 

6) Funding of current and future initiatives and programs. 

 

 

3.2 City Programs 

 

The City of Santa Clarita is committed to increasing opportunities for students in the 

Santa Clarita Valley to participate in, and be exposed to, high-quality arts experiences, 

while also increasing the awareness of the value the arts add to the community. 

 

The City currently offers a variety of arts education programs to local schools.  These 

programs include assemblies and workshops, and arts competitions.  Below are some of 

the existing programs: 

 

 Share the World, produced in partnership with the California Institute of the Arts, 

Community Arts Partnership program. 

 

 Cowboys in the Schools assemblies and workshops and the Youth Poetry 

Roundup contest, associated with the annual Cowboy Festival. 

 

 Art on Canvas painting and drawing contest and the Through the Lens 

photography contest. 

 

 Literacy and Arts Festival contests, produced in partnership with the Santa Clarita 

Valley Education Foundation. 

 

 Recycled Work of Art and Go Green art contests, associated with the annual Earth 

Arbor Day event. 

 

 Train to Finish drawing and coloring contests, associated with the annual Amgen 

Tour of California event. 

 

 A variety of contract classes offering arts educational opportunities for children, 

youth, and adults in all types of artistic expression. 
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3.3 Arts Education Initiatives 

 

There are numerous efforts currently underway to expand arts education opportunities 

across the country, state, and county.  These efforts are often focused on advocacy or 

increasing funding for arts education, but some, particularly the Los Angeles County Arts 

for All and the Santa Clarita Valley K-12 Arts Education Consortium are focused on 

direct programming and development. 

 

The role of the advocate is the most important that community members can play to help 

to increase arts-related opportunities for the children of Santa Clarita.  The City of Santa 

Clarita’s role, however, is not to advocate directly to the school districts for any particular 

policies or funding, or to organize community efforts to do this level of advocacy.  The 

City’s energies would be better suited to support programming and development efforts, 

such as the Los Angeles County initiative, Arts for All: 

 

The Los Angeles County regional blueprint for arts education, Arts for All, was 

adopted by the County in 2002.  The mission of Arts for All is to bring about 

systemic change in the 80 school districts of Los Angeles County and Los 

Angeles County Office of Education classrooms in order to implement 

comprehensive, sequential K-12 arts education for every public school student in 

the LA County, adopting curricula in alignment with the State Board of Education 

approved Visual and Performing Arts (VAPA) Framework and Standards.  Such 

systemic change will require the mobilization of diverse stakeholders, including 

policy makers, implementers, and recipients of arts education. 

 

Many of the efforts of Arts for All are focused on local advocacy directly to the school 

districts, which as stated above should not be the role of the City of Santa Clarita.  Of the 

four goals identified in the LA County plan, three are primarily geared towards advocacy.  

The fourth, which is Goal 2 in the plan, is that implementers and policy makers have 

sufficient tools, information, and professional development to achieve sequential K-12 

arts education. 

 

 

RECOMMENDATION 8– Complete thorough assessment of existing City arts 

education programs and explore new opportunities for programs and 

partnerships. 

RECOMMENDATION 9 – Partner with the Los Angeles County Arts 

Commission to help achieve Goal 2 of the Arts for All plan in the Santa Clarita 

Valley.  Goal 2 states, implementers and policy makers have sufficient tools, 

information, and professional development to achieve sequential K-12 arts 

education. 
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The Santa Clarita Valley K-12 Arts Education Consortium was developed by the College 

of the Canyons with all five local school districts to offer a variety of programming and 

development opportunities to the community.  In the short time since its formation the 

Consortium has achieved major milestones, including the selection of the Consortium as 

part of the Partners in Education program of the John F. Kennedy Center for the 

Performing Arts.  This program is based on the belief that educating teachers is an 

essential component of any effort to increase the artistic literacy of young people.  The 

College has also developed a comprehensive Arts Education Outreach program, which 

utilizes the performers who are part of each season at the Santa Clarita Performing Arts 

Center at College of the Canyons as the foundation for a variety of assemblies, student 

bus-in performances, and workshops.  The Consortium is the most comprehensive arts 

education effort undertaken in the history of the Santa Clarita Valley. 

 

 

3.4 Art Venues 

 

One of the most common themes that emerged at the monthly Ad Hoc Committee 

meetings was the need for venues where students can perform or display their work.  This 

need is not at individual school sites, but more focused on community-wide sites.  The 

Arts Commissioner appointee working on the Arts Venues Initiative met with the Arts 

Education Ad Hoc Committee to discuss the venue needs from an arts education 

perspective.  This discussion was extremely valuable and the information is included in 

the Arts Venues section of this blueprint document. 

 

While there are no obvious existing arts venues to meet all the needs of the arts education 

community, there are current opportunities to showcase the work of students which 

should be further explored.  An example would be the Community Wall at the Westfield 

Valencia Town Center, which is part of the City’s Arts Exhibits program.  This wall 

could be utilized to highlight the best visual art work of a school district as part of the 

program.  While this display space would not be restricted to this use only, it is an 

opportunity to have student art work displayed outside of their own schools.  

Additionally, the City produces numerous events each year, some of which could include 

school groups as performers. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 10 – The City of Santa Clarita should become a member 

of the Santa Clarita Valley K-12 Arts Education Consortium, and the Chair of 

the Arts Commission should serve, or appoint a member of the Commission to 

serve, as a representative to the Consortium. 

RECOMMENDATION 11 – Include the needs of the arts education community 

in the implementation of the Arts Venues section of the Arts Blueprint. 
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3.5 Marketing and Communications 

 

Marketing and communications in the context of arts education is primarily focused on 

two areas; improving communications between local teachers, parents, students, and 

artists to create a community beyond each school site or district, and informing the whole 

community about the achievements of local students or educators.  Both of these can be 

achieved by utilizing the www.661Arts.com website, which was developed as part of the 

Marketing and Communications Initiative of the Arts Commission. 

 

The Arts Commission can continue to utilize their monthly meetings to showcase 

achievements in the arts education community, primarily through the arts recognitions at 

each meeting.  The recognitions should focus on students and educators who have 

contributed to the community through the arts.  At the beginning of each semester, an 

outreach e-mail should be sent to all teachers and administrators in the Santa Clarita 

Valley reminding them of the opportunity. 

 

 

3.6 Life-long Learning 

 

Any discussion about arts education tends to focus on opportunities for school-age 

students, however, the role the arts play in a person’s entire life is vital and should be 

supported.  The primary way the City of Santa Clarita achieves this is through the 

contract classes offered by the Recreation Division throughout the year.  Currently, there 

are many classes for people of all ages to participate in.  While it is very successful, there 

might be opportunities to expand these courses.  Some ideas include offering a broader 

scope of classes that target seniors, such as theatre or film production. 

 

 

 

 

 

RECOMMENDATION 12 – Explore and implement opportunities for students 

to perform or exhibit their artistic works to the entire community. 

RECOMMENDATION 13 – Utilize the www.661Arts.com website as a hub for 

both improving communications between the arts education community and as a 

tool to share the successes of students and teachers with the entire community. 

RECOMMENDATION 14 – Utilize Arts Commission meeting recognitions to 

focus on student and teacher accomplishments in the arts. 

RECOMMENDATION 15 – Explore opportunities to expand the arts courses 

offered through the City’s Contract Classes program.  

http://www.661arts.com/
http://www.661arts.com/
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3.7 Funding 

 

Funding is one of the biggest challenges for all arts education efforts.  With the difficult 

economic times, arts education has suffered budget cuts and reduced resources.  While 

these cuts have rarely eliminated programs completely, the ever-changing economic 

climate makes growth of programs almost impossible.  This topic was the most 

commonly raised by members of the Ad Hoc Committee, and even though it is not the 

role of the City of Santa Clarita to solve funding issues in the schools, it is included in 

this plan, as it is a vital issue and concern.  The City currently funds the Arts Grants 

program which occasionally supports arts education programs, but due to limited 

funding, it is a challenge to have arts education programs as one of the primary focus 

areas of the grants program. 

 

In an effort to support one of the primary funders of arts education programs in the 

community, the City of Santa Clarita partners with the Santa Clarita Valley Education 

Foundation on a variety of events and programs, primarily the annual Literacy and Arts 

Festival, which serves as a fundraiser for the Foundation. 

 

As the Arts Commission continues to explore future funding mechanisms, arts education 

programs should be included in the discussion.  The need for a stable funding stream for 

the arts is a crucial component for almost every aspect of future arts planning. 

 

 

3.8 Conclusion 

 

Arts education for the students of the Santa Clarita Valley is a crucial component to their 

future success, as the arts serve as a wonderful tool to increase creativity and to 

encourage students to stay in school.  Ideally, this opportunity to experience and 

participate in the arts should be available for an entire lifetime, enriching the lives of the 

City’s residents from childhood to their senior years.  While it is not the role of the City 

of Santa Clarita to get involved in the day-to-day operations of the local schools, there are 

many opportunities to support and complement the work efforts of the schools, as well as 

work with the arts community to build bridges between artists and educators.  The City 

has a significant role in several education programs and offers a wide variety of classes in 

the arts, but there is always room to grow these programs, and to look for new 

partnerships to ensure the arts are a vital part of the Santa Clarita community. 

 

 

3.9  Attachments 

 

3A - List of Ad Hoc Committee Members 

3B - Short and Long Term Goals identified by Ad Hoc Committee Members 

RECOMMENDATION 16 – Explore the expansion of the City’s Arts Grants 

program to include a category for innovative arts education programs. 
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3C - Arts for All: Los Angeles County Regional Blueprint for Arts Education 

3D - Santa Clarita Valley K-12 Consortium Information 

3E - Santa Clarita Performing Arts Center 2011-12 Arts Education Outreach Season 

3F - Santa Clarita Valley Education Foundation Brochure 

3G - Seasons Brochure:  Arts classes offered in the fall 2011 edition, including Child 

Development, Youth and Teen, Adult, Public Library, and Senior Center classes 
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Arts Education 

Ad Hoc Committee 

 

Short and Long Term Goals 
 

(Short Term Goals) 

 

Information 

Get to know the members of the Committee better. (Roster) 

 

Gain a better understanding of how this committee wants to impact the community with the arts. 

 

Provide opportunities for the public to "Stand up for the Arts".  Invite the community to a series 

of luncheons. Organize business and individuals to come to monthly luncheons and have a range 

of speakers who are strong Arts Education Advocates- who can speak about “Why Arts Matters” 

and give the guests a new appreciation of how they can be art advocates and “Stand up for Arts.”  

Over a period of a year create the long list of invited guests to the luncheons. The cost of the 

lunches would be paid by guests. Guests are introduced and asked to tell who they are.  Take 

group pictures and get articles written up in the different SCV magazines about these luncheons 

as "Why Art Matters" 

 

Arts Venues 

Get 100% behind building the performing arts setting at Towsley Canyon where the Santa 

Clarita Shakespeare Festival was held this year.  The program had amazing community support 

and attendance with over three hundred people per evening for the production of "Tempest," and 

featured students from the Hart district, two teachers and professional performers all working 

together to bring an outstanding production to our community.  Let's build the amphitheater and 

put on musical, theatre, and other arts programs in a state of the art arena. 

 

Marketing 

Learn all of the events and activities each art non-profit organization has scheduled and provide 

media information about each of these art events in the paper with a weekly, monthly calendar 

for the residents to read and know in advance of the upcoming events. Work with the Signal and 

other media to create a weekly arts calendar (at the present this is not done in a persistent and 

constant way.) 

 

The City should help to promote and support the high school performing arts programs and 

create opportunities for the schools to participate together in producing shows and concerts 

where all schools can participate 

 

Provide monthly information on local arts activities and events to the local media outlets to 

create visibility for the local arts scene. 

 

Set up monthly arts presentations to the City Council to inform the members about the local arts 

scene. 
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Create an ad campaign that will champion the importance of the arts to the local community. 

 

Establish an Artists or Art Commission Newsletter and/or guide and/or calendar which has a 

significant section on youth art and artists.  

 

Fund or encourage every school in the Santa Clarita Valley, to have display cases for student 

artists that are secure, around the campus.  

 

Establish a tradition of radio play for local bands and artists. This would require both the ability 

to mic live music and “scholarships” to record something that is radio ready. 

 

Use the term" Awesometown" into "Santa Clarita is an Art Town" by creating a poster of all the 

art groups that exist in SCV.  The poster has photos of the different arts events, and is used in the 

different media, passed out to different non-profits, and to principals of all the different schools, 

asking the principals to get the information to the teachers to share with students.  Spotlight 

different arts events that occur in SCV Art Town in the media, and TV or radio.  Too little is 

focused on the different art events in a daily, weekly, and monthly manner. The Signal does not 

have a constant process of telling what is going on.  Example the forthcoming Arts and Craft Fair 

in November needs a lot of advertising and promotion.  

 

Arts Events 

Organize a Children’s Art Exhibit working with the different schools to celebrate March is Art 

Education Month or Youth Art Month.  Talk to the State Art Education Department to get 

information to use for the coming year 2011 in March.  Create group collaborative efforts for 

community benefits, such as the City does with Street Art Festival.  Develop group activities for 

Halloween with the different art groups and have some kind of event in the City Hall Parking lot 

for children , youth and families to participate in. 

 

Local Art Tours 

Set up an arts bus tour to visit the local galleries, theaters, and arts venues in Santa Clarita 

Valley. 

 

Organize a tour of California Institute of the Arts (galleries, theaters, concert halls, dance theater 

and studios, printmaking studio, animation studios, arts studios, rehearsal rooms, etc) and 

College of the Canyons (Performing Arts Center and other facilities) to inform the local 

community of some of the resources within the community. 

 

Resources 

Art supply scholarships for adults and seniors, on fixed or low incomes 

 

Low cost or no cost - Community Gallery or Show opportunities for adults and seniors. 

 

PR projects which communicate the necessity of Visual Arts for ALL AGES- Seniors and Adults 

are often over looked!!! 
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(Long Term Goals) 

 

Information 

Provide information to the all of the stakeholders, “Why the Arts Matter.”  The arts enrich our 

lives. From the high school musical that attracts an entire town to the regional theater bringing 

plays to life. The arts make us smarter, increase our happiness, and connect us more deeply to 

each other.  The arts are essential to the proper functioning of American society.  How can this 

be transmitted to the community? 

 

Conduct a community arts assessment.  Invite 120 people from business, education, and 

individuals to participate in a three-day session where time would be developed into different 

tasks to find out how the arts are evaluated in the community. 

 

Arts Events 

Art Fair and opportunities to share the arts (performance and display)  How about trying to 

sponsor an arts fair here in Santa Clarita?  After all, we have Cal Arts.  It seems like a natural!  

The closest arts fairs are always in LA.  How about having a big one here?  We are trying to get 

one at Canyon--helping to make kids aware of careers in the arts (besides performing!).  

However, it would be cool if the city would help get one started--sort of like the business expo! 

 

Find more opportunities/avenues for the local schools to be highlighted in our area.  We all get 

very busy in December.  However, it would be nice to have other opportunities for the high 

schools and junior highs to perform in our own area.  Maybe the Arts Commission could support 

things that the Districts can't.  For example, the choral educators put on a festival every year.  

With the budget issues in the district, it would be helpful if there were a way for this festival to 

be supported by the Arts Commission! 

 

Establish a venue in SCV where young artists can display their art outside of their school, that 

affords access to large numbers of the general public .e.g. a gallery in Newhall Main street, 

regular shows at the mall, slide shows at the Movie theaters, displays in the theaters, local coffee 

houses, McDonalds, bus stops (make poster sized copies), city hall, etc.  This would be a 

complicated process to identify venues, contract with host sites, and petition for Art from youth 

(or adult) Art teachers and artists, and a fair system to identify which pieces would be selected 

for the venue and for how long.  

 

Establish a venue for youth musicians to perform in front of significant numbers of people who 

are not their friends and family. For example, opening for a summer music show, music videos 

produced for movie theaters during the commercials, an amphitheater in Newhall or near a 

Movie House where there lots of the general public there for another reason, farmers market etc. 

 The music could range from rock to traditional to classical to jazz and beyond 

 

Encourage local performances by local artists at the Performing Arts Center at COC or other 

significant venues, with marketing to draw the general public; and/or opening for name bands 
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Art Venues 

Help to create a venue other than COC PAC 

 

Create a place for professionals to explore their craft, to network, to make life better artistically 

for the community and mentor the kids. 

 

Arts in the Schools 

Get some music into the elementary schools in the other districts besides the Newhall District.  

Maybe that would mean getting a grant for artist in residence programs or for purchasing 

instruments or music.  The Music Center and the Santa Clarita Performing Arts Center have 

people that come in, but that is for a short-term thing.  I'd like to see a way for music and art 

programs to be instilled in all of the elementary schools out here.   Possibly, hire some retired 

music teachers to facilitate that. 

 

Expose K and elementary school children to excellent art and live music performances early and 

often and in short bursts so they can’t get bored.  

 

Develop communication between all educational entities.  Create partnerships between schools 

and the business community and local organizations.  Investigate ways different businesses and 

groups can sponsor arts education programs for high school students. Discuss with the different 

school board districts ways the schools can be offered Visiting Artists to visit different high 

schools, middle schools and elementary schools to make presentations, called, “Meet the Artist.”  

Students of all ages have little understanding of the different kinds of art expressions and to meet 

a real artist. SCV has no Art Museum and only one art gallery, and there are little opportunities 

for school age boys and girls to become familiar with “Why Art Matters,” and to meet and see 

different kinds of art being created and meeting artists.  Elementary Schools do not have any art 

education teachers in SCV or other cities at this time.  It is up to the classroom teacher to provide 

art education lessons.  This could be called, "Sustainable Arts Related Businesses" with the 

sponsorship of businesses providing the means for these kind of  arts education programs for 

schools.  

 

Resources 

Study each and every SCV’s school’s Art and Music program and support excellence while 

encouraging expansion by helping with resource development.  Start with the elementary 

schools.  

 

Encourage, in some way, every citizen to find their artist’s mode of expression and provide low 

cost ways of learning, improving and eventually expressing themselves in some way to an 

audience or the viewing public.  

 

Scholarships for Visual Arts Education- Adults and Seniors (Often over looked) 

 

Supply Scholarships for Visual Arts Education/Educators 

 

Facility Allowances for low cost Art Education for Adults and Seniors 
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Study Other Cities 

Study other arts communities e.g. Ojai, Laguna, Carmel, NOHO, including high end and low 

end, to see what are the essential elements e.g. an Arts Commission, Orchestras in the park, 

venues, low rent for starving artists, art subsidies etc; and then implement and market the city 

with examples of why its an arts community and as artist friendly as it is business friendly.  

 

Develop Programs 

Set up master programs that bring the best artists to Santa Clarita to teach workshops and do 

lectures to interest and train student of the arts in their craft and opportunities 

Develop and sustain a larger grants program to provide on-going, multi-year support through 

grants to local non-profit organizations to provide free arts education programs for the local 

community. 

 

Support the development and programming of local community arts centers for children, teens, 

and adults in various Santa Clarita Valley neighborhoods. 

 

Develop an Artists-in-Residence grants program to support local artists and to provide much-

needed arts education programming within the local arts-starved public schools. 

 

Establish a Traditional Music Society, camp, and/or venue for bluegrass, folk, singer 

songwriters, Irish, old tyme, blues, klezmer and other ethnic music.  Related but not necessarily, 

would be to teach young people to play traditional music by bringing masters of the art together 

with classical teachers and their students to encourage expansion of their musical horizons. 

 

Establish a songwriting contest 

 

To increase our presence in the community by pooling our resources. We can present a unified 

vision to the community by having the students from differ schools work together. 
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